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ABSTRACT
A very general method is described for multiple linear regression of a quantitative phenotype on
genotype [putative quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and markers] in segregating generations obtained from
line crosses. The method exploits two features, (a) the use of additional parental and F, data, which fixes
thejoint QTL effectsand the environmental error, and (b)
the use ofmarkers as cofactors,which reduces
the genetic background noise. As a result, a significant increase of QTL detection power is achieved in
comparison with conventional QTL mapping. The core of the method is the completion of any missing
genotypic (QTL and marker) observations, which is embedded in a general and simple expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters. The
method is described in detail for the analysis ofan F2generation. Because ofthe generality of the approach,
it is easilyapplicable to other generations, such as backcrossprogenies and recombinant inbredlines. An
example is presented in which multiple QTLs for plant height in tomato are mapped in an F2progeny,
using additional data from the parents and their F, progeny.

INCE thepioneeringpapers
ofWELLER (1986),
LANDER and BOTSTEIN
(1989) and PATERSON
et al.
(1988), the detection and genetic mapping of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) by using molecular markers is
gaining growing attention from biometrical geneticists.
A variety of genetic models and estimation procedures
for QTL mapping has been proposed,some focusing on
specific breeding designs. A widely applied QTL mapping method is “conventional” interval mapping, first
described by LANDER andBOTSTEIN(1989) and successfully applied in a number of case studies (e.g.,
PATERSON
et al. 1988, 1991; STUBER
et al. 1992). Addressing the issues of the power of detecting QTLs and
the precision of QTL mapping in F,’s and backcross
progeniesobtainedfromline
crosses, VAN OOIJEN
(1992) showed that,generallyspeaking,efficient
“conventional” interval mapping requires population
sizes which are beyond the sizes commonly used in this
type of experiment.
In interval mapping, QTLs are usually mapped one at
a time, ignoring theeffects of other (mapped or not
yet
mapped) QTLs. It is now generally recognized that simultaneous mappingof multiple QTLs ismore efficient
and more accurate (cJ KNAPP 1991; HALEY and KNOTT
1992). In the ideal case all genotypic variation in for
example an F, is explained by putative QTLs, i.e., the
residual variation after fitting QTLs should be approximately equal to the phenotypic variation observed in the
isogenic parents and F,. Also the observed difference
between the parents and that between each of the parents and theF, should ideally be explained by the joint
QTL effects.
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In this study we present an approach
to QTL detection
and mapping which combines two important features
for power improvement: (a) the use of markers as cofactors (as a working substitute for simultaneous mapping of multiple QTLs) and (b)the use of parental and
F, data (which fixes the joint QTL effects and the environmental error). Both features tend to decompose
more powerfully the phenotypic variation into genetic
and environmental variation and thus improve the accuracy of QTL mapping. We present an example on
plant heightin tomato which demonstrates thatwith this
method the ideal situation sketched above can even be
reached with a data set of moderate size.
WELLER
(1986), LANDER and BOTSTEIN(1989) and
other authors have shownthat aquantitative trait derives
from a mixture of (normal) distributions, so that statistical methods for maximum likelihood estimation in finite (normal) mixture models can be applied. Recently
it has been demonstrated that thefinite mixture model
can be embedded easily in the framework of multiple
linear regression models, and even inthat of generalized
linear models (JANSEN
1992, 1993a).
Estimating the effects of QTLs and also mapping of
QTLs by using molecular markers can be considered as
a multiple regression problem with missing genotypic
data. Thebasic idea of our unified approach tothis problem is the completion of any missing
genotypic data. The
formulation of multiple linear regression models or generalized linear models (GLMs) for the completed data
is straightforward. Parameter estimation is carried out by
iterative weighted regression. The details will be worked
out in this report for an F2 progeny.
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The phenotype can be regressed on a single QTL, on

two or more QTLs simultaneously, on markers and so
on. Here we follow the method described by JANSEN
(1993b), which is essentially a computationally feasible
alternative to simultaneous mapping of multiple QTLs.
In this method the phenotype is regressed on a single
putative QTL in a given marker interval and at the
same
time on a numberof markers that serve ascofactors. The
rationale behind using markers as cofactors is that these
will eliminate the major part of the variation induced by
QTLs located elsewhere on the genome, thus reducing
the genetic background variation.
MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION OF PHENOTYF'E
ON GENOTYPE IN AN F,

Segregation analysis for quantitative traits and QTL
mapping can be viewed as problems in which the data
are incomplete: the observations of the genotypes at the
quantitative trait loci are missing. Complete data models
and incomplete data models for an F, progeny are described in the next two sections.
Genotype known: We will adopt the following notation for the genotypes at a diallelic locus: A and B
denote homozygous (parental) genotypes and H denotes the heterozygote. Let us assume that the genotype at all loci affecting a quantitative trait is known.
Then, assuming absence of epistatic effects, the regression model reads

Y=m

+

+

xdid,

xaia,
1

+E

(1)

t

where Y is the phenotypic trait, m is the mean, a, and
d, are the additiveand dominanceeffects of individual
loci and E is the environmental error; the summation
is over loci affecting the trait. The xai and xdi are indicator variables for the genotype; xai takes the value
-1, 0 and + 1 for the genotypes A, H and B, respectively; xdi takes values 0, 1 and 0 for A , H a n d B, respectively. E is generally assumed to be normally distributed.
The genotypes at QTLs are, of course, not known.
However, marker loci may take over the role of QTLs.
In fact, the loci in the regression model may be either
a set of markers, a single QTL, multiple QTLs or any
combination of markers and QTLs. To be able to regress
on theunknown QTL genotypes, one can complete the
missing QTL genotypic data. This is elaborated in the
next section.
Missing genotypic observations: All genotypic data
at QTLs can be viewed as missing. In practice it also
occurs frequently that the observation
of a molecular
marker genotype fails for a number of plants, for instance due to faint bands on the autoradiogram. Itis
quite common that(up to)5% of the marker data are
missing. Apart from these fortuitously missing data,
another type of missing marker data may occur in a
natural way, namely when markers are dominant and
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the heterozygote cannot bedistinguished from one of
the homozygotes. Plants with any missing marker data
might be eliminated from the regression, but
in multiple linear regression of the trait on many markers
only a very limited set of data would then remain.
A general solution to the problem of missing genotypic data is to complete them in the way described
below.
The basis of completing missing genotypic observations is to assign weightsto the possible genotypic states
at alocus for which the observation fails. These weights
areconditional probabilities of the genotypic states
given the observed phenotype and theobserved genotypes at other (linked) loci. In this way both phenotypic and genetic linkage information is used to completethe
missing genotypic
observation.
Having
completed the data, estimates of the regression parameters are obtainedby weighted regression of phenotype on the completed genotype. Repeated updating of weights, based onthecurrentparameter
estimates, followed by parameter estimation are the
basic steps of an iterative expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm to obtain maximum likelihood estimates.
The completion of missing genotypic observations
not only applies to aputative QTL, but also to any missing marker genotype. Since both putative QTLs and
markers are factors (in statistical sense), they are dealt
with in exactly the same way. We will now describe in
detail how phenotypic information is used; next theuse
of genetic linkage information is dealt with, and finally
the simultaneous use of phenotypic and linkage information are discussed.
The phenotype can be used to complete missing genotypic data in the following way. Suppose, forthe
moment, that it is known that genotypes A, B and H at
a specific locus have different mean phenotypic values,
genotype A having the largest mean phenotype. An
observed large phenotypic value y then indicates that
the missing observation is mostlikely to be A . This
could be expressed by assigningweights of, for instance, 0.6 to A , 0.3 to H and 0.1 to B. The basic idea
of an iterative EM algorithm described by JANSEN
(1992, 1993a) consists of the replacement of the single
incomplete observation y by its three complete observations ( y, A ) , ( y, B ) and ( y, H ) , and weighting the
three complete observations by specified or updated
(conditional) probabilities. The conditional probability P ( AI y) that the missing observation has constitution
A equals P(Aly) = P ( A ) . J y I A ) / J y ) ,
where f l y ) =
P(A) -JIylA)
P(B) *JyIB) + P ( H ) . f ( y l H ) ,
P(A) = P ( B ) = P ( H ) = 2 and f(yIA), Jyl B ) and
f ( y I H) are the probability density functions of observations with genotypes A, B and H, respectively. Similar expressions hold for P(BI y) and P(HI y). Generally, parameter values are unknown and their maximum
likelihood estimates can be obtained iteratively by the

+
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following alternating steps:
Step 1: Specify or update weights.
Step 2: Update theestimates of the regression parameters by a weighted regression of phenotypes on the
completed genotype.
The weights in step 1 are calculated by using the current parameter estimates. When the environmental error is assumed to be normally distributed, the updates
in step 2 are

p = (X’WX)-1XTWy,
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dure also applies to scores for multiple loci such as
HHH, A-H, H- -H or A- -B.
The information contained in the phenotypic values
and in the marker mapcan also be used simultaneously
to calculate conditional probabilities given the observed
marker dataand given the phenotypic values: the above
procedures can be combined andthis leads to our QTL
mappingmethod. Given the current parameter estimates the conditionalprobability in step 1 is updated as
follows

62 = ( l / N ) ( Y - X p ) ” n f Y - x&,
where Y is the complete data vector, X is the design
matrix for the complete data, W is the diagonal matrix
of weights, p is the vector of regression parameters for
the normal mean,uzis the normalvariance and Nis the
number of individuals. The algorithm is conveniently
started by setting the parametersto (well chosen) initial
values. The same procedure can be used to estimate the
parameters of a multiple linear regression of the trait on
two or more loci. The data of a single plant are replicated three times for any missinggenotypic observation
(-) and completed with the three possible outcomes A,
B and H, the threepossibilities being properlyweighted.
Similarly, all data of a plant are replicated twice for incomplete observations “non-A”or “non-B”which occur
in the case ofdominance, and completed with B and H,
and A and H , respectively.
Flanking loci can also be informative to complete
missing genotypic data. For instance, suppose that for
two adjacent loci the score is A-, which means that the
observation on the second locus is missing. The observation on the neighbor locus indicates that the missing
observation most likely will also be A. The single incomplete observation is replaced by its three complete o b
servations AA, AB and AH. The conditional probability
P(AA I A-) that themissing observation has constitution
A equals P(AA I A-) = (1 - r)’, where r is the recombination frequency between the two loci. The othertwo
conditional probabilities are P(ABI A-) = rz and
P(AHI A-) = 2r( 1 - r ) . Similarly, conditional probabilities are calculated for the genotypes B and H when the
missing observation is scored as non-A,or for the genotypes A and H when it is scored as non-B. These conditional probabilities can be calculated directlywhen the
value of r is known. In practice the genetic linkage map
of the markers is often fixed and a putative QTLis
moved along the genetic map, so that for a given map
position of the QTL all recombination frequencies are
fixed. If r must be estimated from the same data an iterative procedure may be followed with the above step
1 and a new step 2:
Step 2: Update the estimate of the recombination
frequency based on the weights.
The APPENDIX describes how to update theestimates of
recombination frequencies for an F2. The Same proce-

where P( gl h ) is the conditional probability for the
complete genotype g given the incomplete genotype h,
f( y I g) is the probability density function of the
trait y given the complete genotype g, and f( y I h ) =
&P( g I h ) f(y I g) is the mixture of probability density
functions of the trait y given the incompletegenotype h.
In step2 the regression parameters are updatedand so
are the recombination frequencies if the map is not
fixed. This method is a modification of the approach
proposed by JANSEN (1992). The methoddescribed here
allows more efficient computer programming. A computer program has been written in Genstat (Genstat 5
Committee 1987), exploiting weighting optionsfor
(generalized) linear models.
The completed data are
used for theweighted regression of phenotype on genotype and residuals may be
calculated in the usual way. A measure for the discrepancy between the data and their fitted values can be
obtained by calculating the weighted sum of the squared
residuals

A’ = 2 P(gl y, h>. ( y - m y ,

(3)

g

where mg is the mean of genotype g. For observations
obtained from one of the parents or from the F, progeny, the weighted sum of squared residuals is in fact a
squared residual. For non-mixture data the squaredresidual follows approximately a chi-squared distribution
with one degree of freedom, multiplied by the residual
variance. No standard theory is currently available on
the distributional properties of the weighted sum of
squared residuals in the case of mixture models; as an
ad hoc approximation we used the chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom, multiplied by the
residual variance.
Generalizations: In our approach outlined above,
phenotypic data of the parental lines and their F,
progeny can be included without any further modification. The genotypes at the marker loci are completely known; no data completion is required. By
definition then, all markers and putative QTLs have
genotype A for one parent, Bfor the other parent, and
H for the F,.
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Other generations, such as doubled haploids, backcross progenies and Fs’s, can be dealt with in a similar
way to the F,. In a backcross progeny, for example, an
incomplete observation ( y ) is replaced by two weighted
complete observations y ( A ) and y( H ) [or y ( H ) and
y ( B ), depending on the direction of the backcross],
When using information from linked markers in abackcross, the weighting rules must be adapted accordingly.
Recombinant inbred lines (RILs) can also be dealtwith
easily, the modification being that only homozygotes
can occur; and again the weighting rules must be
adapted accordingly when using linkage information.
When the experimental setup involves fixed effects,
like block effectsor replicates, these are accommodated
for straightforwardlyby adding corresponding terms in
the regression model.
The above procedure applies not only to multiple linear regression models, assuming a normal error distribution, but also to generalized linear models (GLM).
Generalized linear models can be used to describe the
dependence of phenotype on genotype for grouped
normal, y, binomial, multinomial, Poisson, ordinal data,
and so on (MCCULLAGH
and NELDER
1989). This is of
particular importance since the distribution of many agronomic traits in crop species, for which QTL mapping
is relevant, is of one of the above listed types. The same
procedure also applies to variance component models
that are often used for QTL mapping in animals.
Model selection: We choose the genetic models that
maximize the value of the log-likelihood (3)
minus a
penalty for the number of free parameters ( k ) in the
model. Equivalently,Akaike’s information criterion,
AIC = - 2 ( S - k ) may be minimized. The number of
parameters shouldnot be too large,
preferably less than
2 v n u m b e r of observations (SAKAMOTO
et al. 1986).
In many experiments designed to detect associations
between marker genotypes and quantitative characters, thenumber of segregating molecular markers
maybe fairly large. Since in an F, each marker that is
used as a cofactor corresponds to two parameters,
the
number
of parameters may readily exceed
22/ number of observations. To avoid this situation we
have used the following procedure to select only the
most influential markers as cofactors. Linkage group by
linkage group, the AICs for several models are calculated and subsets of markers are selected. First, the phenotype of the F, progeny is regressed on the markers of
only the first linkage group, and the corresponding
AIC
is calculated. Some of these markers may be dropped
from the model to reduce theAIC; the subset of markers
with the smallest AIC is retained. Next, the phenotype
of the F, progeny is regressed on the markers of only the
second linkage group, and the corresponding
AIC iscalculated. Some of these markers may be dropped to reduce the AIC of the second linkage group, and so on.
In theend the selected markers of alllinkage groups are
amalgamated and a new, overallAIC value is calculated

TABLE 1
Outline of the models fitted

Selected markers used on
no/other/all chromosomes

QTL fitted

No

Other

All

Yes
No

C

D

A?
B?

A,
B,

Models C and D are compared in “conventional”interval mapping.
Models A,, A,, B, and B, make use of additional marker cofactors to
reduce genotypic variation induced by QTLs located elsewhere on
the genome.

for theregression of the phenotypeof the F, progeny on
all selected markers.
In the process of interval mapping, a single putative
QTL is movedalong thegenetic marker map and at
each
position the deviance (twice the log likelihood ratio) or
the LOD score (deviance divided by 2 ln(10) = 4.6)
between the model with and that without the assumed
QTL is calculated and plotted along the marker map.
Table 1 lists the models for which it makes sense to calculate (maximum) likelihoods [same notation asJANSEN
(199313)1. For the example data we have calculated the
deviances between models A, (with QTL) and B, (without QTL) of Table 1;in both cases the selected markers
on the other chromosomes were used as cofactors. We
also calculated the deviances between models A, (with
QTL and all selected markers) and B, (without QTL,
with selected markers on other chromosomes only),
which expresses the joint effect of a putative QTL and
the selected markers on the same chromosome; the resulting deviance curve will be (approximately) a level
line if there is a single QTL the effect of which is absorbed by selected flanking markers. If there is an additional QTL on the same chromosome, the deviance
curve may show a peak at the position of that second
QTL, and so on [see JANSEN (1993b) for more details].
For the sake of comparison we also calculated and plotted the deviance between models C and D , which corresponds to “conventional” interval mapping.
The use of AIC provides a decision strategy for model
selection and enables us to compare nested and unnested hypotheses. One should consider all models
which haveapproximately equal AICs (2. e . , models with
an AIC difference less than 2 or some other chosen
threshold). Regular methods can be used for testing of
nested hypotheses. Tests for the presence of a QTL
(model C us. model D, or model A, us. model B,) can
be based on the deviance, but its (asymptotic) distribution is not exactly known.As a ruleof thumb, we use the
chi-squared distribution with 3 degrees of freedom (d.f.)
(1 d.f. for the recombination parameter, one for the
additivity parameter of the QTL and one for the dominance parameter of the QTL) . Each additional marker
in the model takes two extra d.f. It takes 4 d.f. to test
for the simultaneous effect of two markers in multiple
regression on markers; it takes 5 d.f. to test model A, us.
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TABLE 2
Mapping QTIs for plant height: some population parametea
for L. esculentum, L. pennellii, the hybrid F, and the Fp

Population
L. esculentum
L. pennellii
F,
F*

No. of
plants

Phenotypic
Mean
phenotype

variance

18
20
11
82 a

4.009
3.885
4.049
4.022

0.0199
0.0219
0.0877
0.1483

Plant height (cm) has been log-transformed.
RFLP data for 84 plants, plant height data for 82 plants.

model B, for thesimultaneous effect of a single QTL and
one marker, and so on. Many testsare performedwhen
moving along the genetic map. An overall significance
level cannot be guaranteed due to the current lack of
knowledge about the statistical behavior of the (interdependent) tests. Usinga significance level of0.001 per
test, the overall significance level in conventional interval mapping would be between 1 % and 5%for a genome
of 12 chromosomes covered with 50 markers (KNom
and HALEY 1992). We use the same significance level per
test (0.001) in the practical example on tomato plants
described in the nextsection, but anoverall significance
level for our mapping approach cannotbe guaranteed.
The chi-squared threshold at significance
a
level of 0.001
per test equals 13.8 for 2 d.f.; it is 16.3, 18.5, 20.5, 22.5,
24.3 and 26.1 for 3, 4, 5, 6, 7and 8 d.f., respectively. By
using a highsignificance level per test the probability of
missingany existing QTL may become undesirably
large. QTLs the presence of which cannot be demonstrated significantly may still partly explain the differences forphenotypic values between the parents,F, and
F,. Therefore, selected markers may be retained in the
regression even though no QTLs are indicated significantly in the nearby region.
APPLICATION

A practical example on plant heightin an F, progeny
of tomato will be used to illustrate the methods described in the previous section; additional parental and
F, data and marker cofactors are used in the interval
mapping. The data arepart of a larger experiment, the
details and results of which will be reported elsewhere.
The parents were a commercial tomato cultivar (Lycopersicon esculentum) and a wild species (Lycopersicon
Pennellii). In theF, 52 restriction fragment lengthpolymorphism (RFLP) markers were scored. Plant height
was measured six weeks after sowing. Mean phenotypic
values and variances for the parents, the F, and the F,
progeny are presented in Table 2. A log-scale was used
as is commonly done for young plants when growth is
nearly exponential. Four percent of the marker data
were missing. Two of the 84 F, plants had broken tops
SO that their observations of plant height were missing.
Nevertheless, their marker data could still be used for
mapping markers.
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The markers were assigned to linkage groups and
mapped (and the recombination frequencies between
adjacent markers were estimated) by using the computer package JoinMap (STAM1993). The total number
of markers is 52, so that thetotal number of parameters
in the regression of the phenotype on all markers is
equal to 104. This number exceeds the number of F,
plants (82), and is still too large for reliable model selection even when parental and F, data are added (49
plants). Therefore,we applied the procedureof marker
selection described above, using the F, data. These selected markers were subsequently used as cofactors in
interval mapping (also some non-selected marker cofactors were added again during the interval mapping
stage; see below). Next, the phenotypes of the F, progeny, the parentsand the F, progeny were simultaneously
regressed on a single QTL and onselected markers. This
putative QTL was moved along the genetic maps of the
various chromosomes. The results are shown in Figure
1. The impact of a single putative QTL on a given chromosome is indicated by the deviance between models A,
(with QTL) and B, (without QTL); in both cases the
selected markers on the other chromosomes were used
as cofactors (finely dashed lines). The
joint effect of the
putative QTL and selected markers on the same chromosome is expressed by the deviance between models A ,
(with QTL and all selected markers) and B2 (without
QTL, with selected markers on other chromosomes
only) (coarsely dashed lines).
At least six QTLs wereindicated, one on each of the
chromosomes 6, 7, 8 and 9 (in the regions were the
finely dashed lines in Figure 1 exceed the critical level
of 16.3) and two QTLs on chromosome 2 (in theregions
close to the markercofactors; see below). Selected markers on chromosomes 3, 5 and 10 were retained in the
regression to absorb effects of possible QTLs whose presence could not be demonstratedsignificantly, but which
still explain a partof the phenotypic variation. On chromosome 8 the smallest AIC value of model A , is much
less than the smallest AIC value of model A , (the AIC
difference is 41.93 - 27.96 - 2k = 5.97 > 2, where k is the
number of free parameters for the additional two cofactors; see Figure 1). This indicates multiple QTLs on
chromosome 8. However, the deviance difference of
13.97 is still not significant: it is less than the critical
value of 18.5. We did present only the most apparent
result (estimates for a single QTL on chromosome 8),
but we should bear in mind that the true genetic
backgroundcan be more complex(multiple QTLs on
chromosome 8). On chromosome 2 the jointcontribution of the two marker cofactors to the deviance is
significant: the coarsely dashed line in Figure 1 exceeds the critical value of 18.5. The effect of the cofactors are opposite,which indicates an extremely difficult case tounravel:linked
QTLswith opposite
effects. The finely and coarsely dashed linesin Figure
1 result from using either none or both of the two
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cofactors, respectively. We also fitted model A, with
either the first or the second cofactor; the estimates
of the two QTLs are based on these models.The effect
of one QTL is estimated on the assumption that the
effect of the other QTL is eliminated by the marker
cofactor.
Table 3 presents estimates of the QTL effects. Three
out of the six QTLs havelarge positive additive effects,
the other three
have large negative additive effects. Note
that the parents, the F, and the F, have approximately
the same mean height (Table 2), so that the effects of
the QTLs should approximately cancel. The discrepancy
between the summedQTL effects and theobserved dif-

FIGURE
1.-Deviance plots for plant height in an
F, progeny of
tomato. The phenotypesof the F, progeny were regressed ona
putative QTL, which was moved alongthe geneticmap of each
chromosome ("conventional" interval mapping). The deviance
C) and the model
between the model with the QTL (model
without the QTL (modelD ) was plotted (solid line). The pheF, progeny were
notypes of the F, progeny, the parents and the
simultaneously regressed on a putative QTL and a number of
selected markers; again the QTL was moved along the genetic
map. The finely dashed line shows the plotof the deviance betweenmodel A, (withtheQTL)andmodel
B, (without the
QTL); in both cases all selected markers from other chromosomes were used. The coarsely dashed line represents the plot
of the deviance between model
A , (with the QTL and all selected
marker cofactors) and modelB2 (without the QTL but withselected markers only on other chromosomes).

ferences between the parents could be due to undetected QTLs; their effects are hopefully eliminated by the
marker cofactors. The pooled environmental variance
for the original parents and theF, equals 0.0273 (after
removing one F, plant; see below). Table 3 shows that
this value isapproximated very wellby using single QTL
models with marker cofactors on other chromosomes,
indicating that these models explain the total genetic
variation satisfactorily.
It should be mentioned that the interval mapping
stage was passed through several times.The first time all
preselected markers were used as cofactors (so far chromosome 8 contained no selected markers). Then the
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TABLE 3
&timates

of QTL effects, residual variance and recombination frequency betweenQTL and left flanking marker

Chromosome
(and marker
interval)

QTL effects

2
( 2-3)

2
(4-)
0.205
0.111

0.111

6
(1-2)
7
(2-3)
8
(1-2)
9
(1-2)

Dominance

Additive

0.0236

0.0249

0.255
(0.050)
-0.247
(0.043)
-0.204
(0.044)
-0.248
(0.047)
0.272
(0.058)
0.249
(0.037)

0.130

Recombination
frequency *

Variance

0.026

0.0197

(0.065)
-0.071
(0.057)

(0.0053)
0.0208
(0.0050)

(0.063)
-0.114
(0.067)
0.118
(0.064)
-0.087
(0.048)

(0.0043)

(0.041)
0.091
(0.040)
0.070
(0.039)

(0.0043)
0.0181
(0.0028)

(0.039)
0.165
(0.038)

(0.0042)

(0.036)

Standard errors of the estimates are presented between brackets.
The QTL was moved along the genetic map with steps of 2.5 cM; the recombination between the QTL and its left flanking marker is reported.

deviance plot for chromosome 8 showed a clear peak,
indicating a QTL between marker 1 and 2. Therefore,
the second time two cofactors were added on chromosome 8 to eliminate the putative QTL effect. Next the
weighted sums of squared residuals were checked for
outliers. Figure 2 presents a histogram of the weighted
sum of squared residuals obtained from the multiple
linear regression of the phenotypeof the F, progeny, the
parents and the F, progeny on all selected markers. At
a significance level of 0.01 the critical value equals a p
proximately 0.24, so that one observation from the F,
may be considered to be an extreme outlier.One plant
of the F, progeny has a weighted sum of squared residuals just exceeding the critical value. The F2 outlier
also caused narrow sharp peaks in the coarsely dashed
lines close to marker cofactors (not shown): the factor
for a putative QTL absorbed the effect of the outlier
rather than an effect of a true QTL. The plant heights
of these two outliers were removed, which reduced the
variance among F, plants from 0.0877 to 0.0512, and
changed the variance among F, plants from 0.1483 to
0.1499 (see Table 2). For the third and final time the
interval mapping was then passed through. After each
successive passing of interval mapping the peaks shown
in Figure 1 for chromosomes6, 7,8 and 9 became more
pronounced.
To compare the above results with conventional interval mapping, the phenotypesof the 82 F, plants were
regressed on a single putative QTL, which was moved
along the genetic map.
The deviance between the model
with the single QTL (model C ) and that without the
single QTL (model D )was plotted at each map position
(solid line in Figure 1 ) . A comparison of deviance curves
for chromosomes 6, 7, 8 and 9 demonstrates that our
approach is much more powerful than conventional interval mapping. Only twoQTLs are detected by conventional interval mapping (one QTL on chromosome
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FIGURE
2.-Histogram of the weighted
sum of squared residuals, used for the detectionof outliers for plant height in
an F,progeny of tomato. The residuals were obtained from the
mulhple linear regression of the phenotypes
of the F, progeny,
the parents and the F, progeny on all selected markers.Two
outliers are indicated, namely the plants with the weighted
sum of squared residuals >0.24.

6 and one on chromosome 7).
DISCUSSION
Powerful and accurate QTL mapping can serve several
important goals. First,dissecting quantitative characters
into Mendelian factors yields a position from where the
genetics of complex characters can be studied in terms
of individual gene effects rather than in the statistical
terms (i. e., variances, covariances) of classicquantitative
genetics. Second, the application of indirect selection
via markers and otherforms of tracing individual genes
in breeding programs, such as guided introgression,
gains substantially from powerful QTL mapping methods. In this study none of these ultimate goals was aimed
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at directly; nevertheless, the example given illustrates
the potential contribution
of our new analyticalmethod
to progress in these areas. The phenotypic variation of
the quantitative trait was resolved into at least six putativeQTLs andan environmental errorcomponent.
These results should still be regarded as preliminary;
they have to be confirmed by further experiments. Fa
lines, isogenic for regions of putative QTLs, may be produced and tested (PATERSON
et al. 1991); also backcross
inbred lines may be used for this purpose (BECKMANN
and SOLLER
1989).
Our approach to QTL mapping uses the unified concept of completing missing genotypic data for both a
putative QTL and markers. If many data aremissing, this
may give rise to computational problems: in an F, one
missing marker observation may actually have one of
three allelic constitutions, two missing marker observations (for the same plant) result in nine possible constitutions, and so on. If in a data setwith manymarkers
a certain proportionof the markergenotypes is missing,
the numberof weighted completed datamay become so
large that computation is no longer feasible. Molecular
geneticists, who are generally collecting the marker
data, should be aware of the consequences of missing
marker data, so that they hopefully will strive for completeness of their data. However, to complete data itis
not necessary to use allavailable information;the
amount of computation can be reduced
considerably by
a limited completion of missing data: genotypes with
negligible weights may be disregarded,without substantial loss of information.
In conventional interval mapping data from the parents and theF, progeny cannot beused; if the parental
and F, data were included, theresults would be seriously
biased because the single QTL would be called upon to
explain all the mean differences between the parents
and the F, progeny. It is only because markers are used
as cofactors in our approach that data from parents
and
F, can be included; QTL mapping may become much
more powerful when marker cofactors explain a large
proportion of the genetic variation (or atleast the mean
difference between the parents and theF, progeny). In
other cases, for instance when there are numerous
QTLs
of small effect distributed throughout the genome, the
power of QTL mapping may be reduced by using parental and F, data, because the additionalconstraints on
the parameters are too exacting.
Inour example data set, an interaction between
marker cofactors and a putative QTL is indicated (Figure 1, chromosome 8): if the inclusion of marker COfactors simply reduced the residual variance, the solid
and finely dashed lines should be approximately similar
in shape, although the finely dashed lines might be
higher. We speculate that in the small F, progeny of 84
plants in our example, deviant segregation ratios for two
or more unlinked QTLs have masked the effect of the

QTL on chromosome 8 when we applied the conventional interval mapping method. In our approach, the
effects of the QTLs involved could be unraveled by the
use of marker cofactors. This problem for small populations should be explored in more detailby simulation.
Little is knownabout theinfluence of outliers on QTL
mapping; we proposed a weighted sum of squared residuals to indicateoutliers. Two particular observations
in the example data set were detected as potential outliers. It was observed that such outliers can incorrectly
indicate multiple linked QTLs. Also they may hamper
efficient and accurate resolvability of QTLs.
In theexample we have come across a situation which
represents a “worst case” configuration: linked QTLs
with opposite effects. As indicated by STAM (1991), and
confirmed by the present study, in such a case multiple
regression will be more powerful than “conventional”
interval mapping. Our single data set cannot
answer the
general question as to what resolution power is attainable with our method. To answer this question a number
of known configurations of QTLs and QTL effects, as
well asheritability and population size, need to bestudied by simulation.
The regressionmodels that are usedin our approach assume additivity of effects over loci. Though
epistatic effects can in principle be modeled straightforwardly as well, we have chosen not to do
so because
of the rapid increase of the number of parameters,
relative to the amount of data. In our view, however,
the detection of epistatic effects requires a different
type of experimental approach, such as raising the F,
offspring of deliberately chosen F, multilocus marker
genotypes.
The authors are greatly indebted
to P. ODINOT
and W. H. LINDHOUT,
Department of Vegetables and Fruit Crops of CPRO-DLO, for sup
plying the data of the example.
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APPENDIX

Updating theestimates of the recombination frequencies in the EM algorithm runs parallel to the “normal”
EM procedure for estimation of T from F, data, as outlined below. In anF, recombinant the F, gametes could
be counted directly from the frequencies of the genotypes AA, AH, AB, HA, HH, HB, BA,and
BHBB if the
contribution of repulsion and coupling phase to HH
were known. Given the current estimate, r, the ratio of
repulsion and coupling phase within the double heterozygotes equals r2: (1 - T ) ‘ . Denoting the observed
genotypic frequencies by n ( A A ) , n ( A H )etc.,
,
the EM
procedure runs as follows:
E step: Update the unknown number of repulsion
heterozygotes.
M step: Obtain the new estimate by counting recombinant gametes.
This leads to the following update

n(AH) + n(HA) + n(BH) + n(HB)
+ 2{n(AB)+ n(BA)+ [ r P / ( r +p (1 - r)‘] * n(HH)}
i=
2 14.1
When updating the estimate of r in our QTL mapping
method, the above equation is used; the numbers n(*)
arereplaced by theupdated summed weights w ( * ) ,
where w ( . ) and n(-)are defined analogously.

